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ABSTRACT

THE INFLUENCES OF CULTURE, SOCIOECONOMICS,

AND MIGRATION ON THE MEXICAN

IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE
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2002
Integrative Thesis
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During the past eight years, there has been an increase in the rnigratory patterns

of

families fiom Mexico to a rural community in lvlinnesclta, served by Maternal Child
public health nurses. Many of these families are undocumented or are of Mixed
Citizenship statts. citizens and undocumented residing together, and live in poverty. This
ethnographic study exarnines the migratory experiences of these immigrants and the
interconnection to the socioeconomic and cultural influences of community.
The primary tools of poetry, cultural stories, and photography, are incorporated in

this field project. Understanding the cultural and socioeconomic context of migration for
Mexican immigrants may strengthen individual and community-based cultural
competence, health care reform, access, and practice-based social justice, and advocacy

for the underserved.
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competence, health care reform, access, and practice-based social justice, and advocacy

for the underserved.
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Chapter I

Introduction:
The Lived Experiences
Purpose

Although there is data on Latino imrnigration, hedlth disparities, and
socioeconomic influences, the interconnection of these factors to cultural stories and
syrnbrrls of migration has not been documented. This project is an attempt to gain deeper

insight and appreciation for the migratory experiences of Mexican immigrants of Mixed
Citizenship status, and the socioeconomic conditions faced by persons of poverty.
Understanding the cultural and socioeconomic context of rnigration for Mexican

immigrants has the potential to strengthen individual and community-based cuiturai
conrpetence, health care refarm and access. and practice-.hased social justice and

advocacy for the underserved. This knovrledge reflects diverse Latino cultural ways of
being and knowing, which influence hurnan anri community outcomes and conditions.
Awareness of cultural ways of heing antl knowing call create relationships, which are
transformed into acts of healing and caring. Attempting to understand the context

of

migration may shift beliefs and values in socioeconomir: priorities and in the care

of

persons experiencing poverty.

Having worked with Latino families for the past nine years as a Maternal Child
public health nurse (MCH), I have noted an ongoing increase in migratory patterns from
Mexico to our rural community. The majority of families I serve are undocumented or are
of mixed citizen status. I have found that the Latino families are culrently tacing the
greatest challenges related to health care access, insurance coverage, employment,
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housing, and limited English-proficient skills. Many of the families live in poverty, and

their living conditions and employment conditions are often sub-standard. Community
literacy levels are low, and access to nutritional resources, school readiness prograrns,
and community resources are often limited. Citizenship status affects access to a

medical/dental home md, therefore, preventive services. My public health practice has

found when basic needs such as food, clothing, work, and adequate housing are not met,
preventive health services are not a priority. Emergency room visits are often the extent
of medical contact. Limited and sporadic insurance eligibility is common amoug noncitizen children and their undocurnented parent. Due to fluctuating income and limited

eligibility caps, these children are "on and off' General Assistance Medical Care
(GAMC) quite frequentlY.
These experiences v,,ith the families have led nre to the desire to understand and

give voice to the rnigratory stories, the cultural descriptions of nalivity, and the
interrelationship rvith socioeconomic status. I believe this work must be done in order to
alter health L:are policy, address Latin* health and educational disparities, and the ever-

widening gap between the rvealthy and the poor.
The literature reviewed provides information on Latino culture, health care
disparities of Mexican immigrants who are undocumented or of mixed citizenship status,
and the descriptors of the socioeconomic conditions they face. Yet the depiction of the

cultural stories regarding the migratory experiences of Mexican immigrants has not been
documented. Through this project, photographs of Latino children, pieces of nativity,
textures of survival, the earth, and relationship, may become a mirror to the cultural
stories and a reflection of the symbols within the lived experience of migration. This

The Influences of Culture
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work attempts to integrate art form and context in a practice and research, which values
wholism and humanism.
Application to pr actice
The honoring of transcultural relationships and cultural stories in community is a

foundational element of my practice. Though a major portion of my practice is spent on
access issues for families, related to uninsured stafus atrd community resources, the

context of the family stories has started to change. Working with a lead medical
interpreter during home visits, the stories of domestic violence, incest, and extramarital
relationships have surfaced. The process of trust has been established, yet many questions
arise. How does one help in mirroring and articulating the pain, while maintaining
w-orking relationships wthin community? How does one hold the stories behind the
faces, the sighs and yearning, behind the smiles and the silence? The deeper stories are

appearing" w,hich speak of the gender experience of being a Latina, the stmggles

of

poverty, language, and of undocurnented status. I am realizrng lived experiences are often
found in the context of survival, substance, and present time orientation, often contrary to
my reality. How can new structures, new space created by presence and time, and
outcomes bas,ed on qualitative design and expression, be integrated into nursing practice
and in the public health service delivery of care?
C rs nc e p t u al

fr

am

e.w

or

k

My practice model is based on these questions formed within the acts of
transformational relationships, which have complemented the conceptual franteworks of
esthetic and personal knowing, and caring-healing relationship in nursing practice. These

transcultural experiences have led nre to the work of Jean Watson, Peggy Chinn, and

The Influences of Culture 4

Maeona Kramer, who envision nursing as a science of human care, a practice

of

metaphysical possibility, a consciousness, and integration of intention. Further, nursing is
described as the science and art in relationship, based upon profound ways of knowing.

Their writings cause me to reflect on ways of being and knowing, asking what is most
significant, and connecting deeply to the sacred. The mindfulness of this practice does
not condone silence or indifterence, but demands the honoring of the spirit within
practice, education, and in the application of experiential knowledge. I see this practice

model as giving form to what has become known, within intemal work and relationship
to others.
Further, this concepfual framework honors the lived experiences and is
complemented by qualitative methodologies, which affirm the heterogeneity of Latino

culture, the disparities within health, as the migratory meaniflBS, symbols, ffid contexts,
identified by Mexican immigrants who are rurdocumented or are of mixed citizen status.
The intercorurections of ethnicity, health outcomes, and socioeoonomic ilrfluences are

very real. Research, which attempts to incorporate wholism and gives voice to the
nrarginatized experience, has the potential to teach m()re about the complexity and

potential outcomes within the migratory experience of Mexican immigrants.
Concurrently, art form is created through the tools of photography, family stories,
zurd

artifacts, which are identified as the symbolic expression of the immigrantjourney.

The review of literature complements my praxis, as do the tools of qualitative research.

It

is only when I am within community that I learn about a people, a conllnunity, and about

myself. The caring healing relationships, the conceptual framework, as the tools, have led
me to the community projects, the vision and art form of practice. Observing and hearing

The Influences of Culture 5

the lived experiences has led me to believe in the profoundness of relationship, which has
been the foundational, elemental bridge, and core of this practice project. This relational

experience illuminating the lived experiences of migration and survival has the capacity
tcr evoke system and

community change in ways which affirm basic needs and social

justic:e. In addition, the significance of relationship in nursing practice affirms processoriented outcomes within a humanistic perspective, at times altering the current vision
nursing praxis and design of care.
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Chapter 2

Review of Relevant Literature:
The Intention of Understanding
The intention to understand the lived experiences and context of migration led me

to the review of social welfare policy, the description of socioeconomic and cultural
influences, the definitions of poverty, and the documented health disparities of Mexican
imrnigrants of Mixed Citizenship status.
The development of social welfare policy is closely connected to the socioeconomic and political conditions of the time. Within these contexts. Segal and Brzuzy
(1998) illustrate the interplay of the American social values of individualism and social

responsibility, and community welfhre policy. EL;onomies, social control, and structures

of power within the dominant culture greatly inf.luence the context of communiry
consciousness and activism, defining who is r-ared for. Public health practice often exists

within the margins--serving cultrually cliverse families in poverty. The practice requires
a continual mindfulness of balancing hunran rights to basic needs, and complying

managed care and third-party insurers' protocols

with

within the provision of care. This reality

evokes the integration of social justice, political activism,

ffid

the human science of care

in advanced nursing practice.
Working with the pre-managed care and the public health system, when assisting
Latino families of Mixed Citizenship status in accessing dental and health care needs, has
deeply affected me. This work has provided me insight about the culture of the delivery
systems, the instifutional values and structure, the barriers and strategies to access, as the

The Influences of Culture 7

interplay of culhrre and health care outcomes. It has also led me to seek the
socioeconomic influences associated with the lived experiences.
The definition of poverty

Within the context of socioeconomic influences, definitions of poverty, which
reflect my ohservations and incorporate indicators and the concept of relative poverty, are
described by the Unicef Innocenti Research Centre (2000) as "the interrelationship
between social and economic dimensions..-the poverty of expectation and

opportunity.".inequality and exclusion from the normal life of society..." (p. 3). Indicators
such as parenthood, worklessness, wage inequalities at the lower end of the earning scale,
and social expenditures are factors felt to determine child poverty rates. More so, the

economic factor of employment is viewed as needing to be balanced with the social
fhctor of the distribution of those opportunities among clifferent types of households. The
centre's philosophical stance is sumnrarized by the statement "for it is by how society
protects and cares tbr the development of its children that its civilization is measured, its
humanity tested, and its future shaped" (p. 20).

Health core dispari' t ies
When examining health care disparities and outcomes, f,ecca, Gutierrez, and

Tijerina (1996) find Latinos are the majority of undocumented immigrants in the United
States. They are known as having the lowest level of educational attainment when
compared to the general population, and are the ethnic group least likely to have access to

health care. Latinos are at risk for tuberculosis, diabetes, and hypertension. Utilization

of

preventive services is less, and Latinos are more likely to be uninsured for health care. In
the nineties, Latinos aocounted for 27 percent of the nation's labor force and are, to this

The Influences of Culture
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day, employed frequently in the lowest paying jobs in the country. The authors believe "a

history of exclusion and accumulated inequalities has made the equal access to education,
employment, and health and human services for Latinos an impossibility" (p. 58).

ln

1997, A. Carrasquillo (2000) and O. Carrasquillo and Shea (2000) found

almost half of all noncitiz,en immigrants residing in the United States lacked health
insurance. Immigrant groups with the lowest rates of private insurance were also the least

likely to be receiving government assistance. One half of noncitizens who were employed
full-time did not have insurance coverage. In addition, "over 60 percent of undocumentetl
imrnigrants are from lvlexico, Guatemala, and El Salvador" (p. 22). Health insurance is
found to be the most significant rieterminant of access, over language, residenov, income,
or ettmicit;1. 'Ihe authors reinforced the importance of understanding immigrant statu-s,

immigration policy, and employment patterns when analyzing characterislics

of

inrmigrants.
S o t' i o e c o no mi

c influe nc e s

oJ-

Me xic an mi gr at

io

n

Recognition of context within the act of migration and the lived experiences of
Mexican immigrants is necessary tbr understanding the transcultural pt'ocess and the
struc:ture and substance

of system transformation and socio-political activisrn.

Balderrama and Rodriguez (1995) cite scarcity in farmland, a dramatic increase in
population, the loss of land and homesteads, hopes for employment, and educational
opportunities for their children, as the reasons for Mexican migration to the United States
during the 1930s. American business interests in the industries of rnining, rattching, and
railroads in the 1930s were also felt to attract Mexican workers to the United States.

The Influences of Culture 9
Stevens-Arroyo (1998) highlights the political and social changes experienced by
the Latinos irr the United States since the sixties. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 outlawed
language and voter restrictions, which challenged access barriers and discrimination
outcomes within systems. The Immigration and Nationality Act

of 1965 created Western

Ilemisphere migrations, and the Bilingual Education Act of 1967 recognized Spanish as a
language of instruction inthe public sohool system. Phillips and Massey (1999) observe

that undocumented migration increased steadily after 1964 with the cessation of the
Bracero Prograrn, which harl originally permitted the importing of temporary farm
workers from Mexico. Following this otttcorne, the Immigration Retbrm and Control Act

(IRCA) of 1985 sought to cc.rntroi undocrrmented immigration from Mexico- which has
adversely influenced wt:rking conditiorm and wages of undocumented workers, while
creating an undergruund labor market" Even more profoundly, the (Resource Center

of

the Americas, 2000) reporl's:
The devaluation of the peso since 1994 has pushed more people to go to the

tJnited States, as Mexicans pay for more food, clothing, and most other gocds, and
thus need money to survive. fJefore the devaluation, at least 40 million

of

Mexico's 95 million inhabitants already lived below the official poverty line,
making the real drop in wages devastating. (p. 8)
Cultural factors related to immigration

Migratory experiences as defined by Vigil (1998) describe "the transition from
indigenous to peasant to immigrant charts a macrohistorical evolution and transformation

of nearly five hundred years" (p.213). In addititln, the migratory experience reflects
historical or cultural tradition and regional variations. Cultural adaptation is affbcted by

The Influences of Culture 10
the interconnections of migration, culture, and socioeconomic influences described by

Lin and Kelsey (2000), who find 63 percent of the Hispanics resicling in the United States
self-identify as Iv{exican. In their work, they have found heterogeneity within ethnicity
and believe the degree of acculturation is significant when addressing cultural needs and

health outcomes. A subject's mippation experience, adaptation to the mainstream culture,
and cultural preferences are irnportant indicators of acculfuration. More so, there exist

differences in the elfects of socioeconomic status and ethnicity on health status. Cultural
perspectives on socioeconomic conditions can be explored by measuring the number

of

family members residing in one residence, the ability to meet nronthly financial needs,
and "the sociopolitical position in one's work or cornmunity"

fu. 197). It is believerl

cultrral, biological, ffid social factors help reveal the multiple dimensions of race and
ethniuity.
The inJluences of culture are highlighted through the research of Flores ('2000)
and Silva and Sorrel (1992). Cultural values, language,

folk illnesses and practices,

parient belie.fr, and provider practices affect clinical care antl health outcomss. Latino
culture emptrasizes courtesy (simpatir:a), formal friendliness @ersonalismo), and respect
(respecto). Ttre emphasis on family and curltural care over self-care is an integrai Latino

cultural value. [Ieyck (1994) describes the Latino cultural recognition of the patriarchal
system, the sanctity of mothers, the significance of extended family, machisrno, and

rituals. Nursing care, which values the context of the human experience and supports the
development of the ability for Latinos to care for others is important.

The Influences of Culture 1 I

Foundations in nursing theorY

Within nursing practice, Jean Watson ( 1990) speaks to the work of human caring
as an art and a science, and incorporates theory, which is

mindful of the human spirit

within the acts of healing and the expressions of health and illness experiences.
Knowledge is defined as an interconnection of art form, intuition, aesthetics, the sciences,
ethics, and the metaphysical. The "Human Science Method" (p. 20) integrates qualitative
research methods, which reveal new tools of inquiry and contextual methodologies.
"Process, transcendence, l.ransformation, emergence, patterns of relatiottshipt,

oftime and

space, nonphysical phenomena,

relativity

fluid, energy fields all have implications for a

newroom of nursing sc.ience..." (p.23).Anderson and Kelley (1998), when addressing
intercultural care giving, speak tri the ethnic context and the process within relationship"
Awareness of another's problern-solving orientation, legitimacy of other worldviews, and
the complexity of ethnicitv are core aspects of intercultural caring. In addition, the
ecological and structwal factors of poverty, social status, etlucation, and the eff'ects

of

wage-labor migration are signiticant. Holistic transcultural nursing views ethnicity as
constantly evolving ancl in process. Being present at the margins allows for the

opportunity to learn about the meaning of transitional experiences, the integration of risk
and resilience, as the collective voice and survival strategies of a community (Hall,
Stevens, and Meleis (1994)). Wallerstein (1992) views empowerment:
as both a process and an outcome. The very act of participating

in cornmunity

activities creates change through critical thinking and dialogue and can lead to
outcomes such as economic ventures, educational opportunities, political action,
and access to health care services.

The Influences of Culture 12
The context of the artform within nursing theory is provided by Chinn (1985) who
complements the questions in her search of creativity in research methods, the
establishment of a vision which evokes its own knowledge development and wholeness,
and the honoring of pattern.s with unique methods and processes. Chinn writes, "once we
have this vision, we can begin to discover knowledge that is required to create this

$.a0.Fawcett, Watson, Neuman. Walker,

world"

and Fitzpatrick (2001) believe diverse forms

of knowing are integral in cultural and global interpretation of theory and knowledge:

...We regard the scientific data produced by empirical research as evidence lbr
empirical theories...The eviclence of ethica.l theories is illustrated iu formalized
statements of nurses' values, such as standards of practice, codes of ethics, and

philosophies of nursing,. The evidence for personal theories is found irr
autobiographical stories about the genuine, attthentic self. The evidence fbt
aesthetic theories is manifested or expressed as aeslhetic criticism of the art, such
as paintings, drawings, scuipture, poetry,

fiction and nonfiction, clance, and others.

(p. I 18)
Watson and Smith (2002) describe nursing as evoiving when science and spirit are
incorporated as a model of knowledge development, which recognizes caring and unitary
perspectives. This reality offers a new level of deep knowing...in which "we shift from

material particulate medicine/nursing to nonphysical phenomena and healing processes
that require new visioning, deep knowing, imagination, and creative trans-theoretical
emergence from an open universe of possibilities" (p. 460).

McCance, McKenna, and Boore (1999) speak of Jean Watson's principles

of

nursing as a human science, which incorporate a philosophy of human responsibility,

The Influences of Culture 13
freedom, and choice; a wholistic connection of person with nature and others; a model

of

knowledge, which recognizes empirics, aesthetics, ethics, process, and intuition; a way

of

being within time and space; a context of human relationships and a world view, which is

scientific and open. Structures of environment and practice, which appear to integpate
these principles, are described

by Shields and Lindsey (1998) as the conceptualization

within community health promotion. Models of community organizing include advocacy,
consciousness-raising, and the "...conscious critique of the sociopolitical aspects

of

community" (p. 29)" Critical reflection, listening, participatory dialogue, critical
questioning, pattern, recognition, and proaction are ssen as foundational eletnents in

cormnunity health practice. Moreso, the prooess of naming issues collectively provides
the participants an opportunity to define the significance of an issue, identify the issue's
influences, its nreaning,, zurd its comrection to the bodymind. Within this conceptual
frzunework, ptuticipants potentially can critique the political, social, historical, and

culturai elements of an issue. Discussions of patterns discoveted collectiveiy, assist to cocreate new meaning

within the art of participatorv dialogue.

Methods
The transformative process within the tools of ethnography contpiements the
paradigm of Jean Watson's (1990) healing caring rerlationships.Roper and Shapira (2000)
describe the qualitative research process as an "aim to consider the holistic context in

which nreaning is assigned to experiences" (pl1). Through the tools of photography,
participant-observation, intervierv, journaling, and examination of artifacts, the
interactive ethnographic process of seeking meaning and understanding within context
between individuals is attempted.

The Influences of Culture 14

Davidov (1996) describes photographs as "a visual cataloguing of culture of the
powerful, that very ground that gives structure to the lives of the disempowered,
imprisoned others" (p. 236). Photographs create meaning and images, which come alive
in ways that perhaps may not be articulated, only felt. N'Dione, de Lenner, Perier,
Ndiaye and Jacolin (2001) believe the feeling of collectivity, reciprocity and expertise
contain the objectives of "utilizing spaces of tension, regenerating...creativity...the value

of cultural contributions. . . the meaning of symbolic spaces. . . and the promotion

of

popular expertise" (p. 372).
The experience of migration potentially leads to cultural stories and meaning

within the relationships of families and the extended communities. Chinn and Watson
(1994) describe how human caring transcenrls language and culture, and recognizes the

significance of meaning, in human experience within relationship. The integration

of

understanding in relationship, potentially evokes a spiritual union between two persons,
irr which self, time, space, and life history of each other may be transcended. Patterns

caring and healing evolve within the human experience, which honors the artform

of

of

nursing practice, and its feminine archetype born of a collective healing consciousness
grounded in ways of'being and knowing.
Through the

will to understand,

the researcher and participant, as partners,

develop a relationship, which is fluid and transformative. The questions, the process, as
the goals and visions of the work,

ile based upon the events

and meanings observed

within relationship. In my view, the ethnographic method incorporates the humanistic
essences as the art

form within research practice. "Knowing" is learning through

dialogue, reflexivity, socialization, and observation in the field. One is researcher,

The Influences of Culture 15
student, insider, and outsider simultaneously within relationship. It is the cornerstone
understanding within relationship.
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Chapter

3

Development of the Practice Model:

Transformational Caring-Healing Relationship: The Art Form
The study of the migratory experiences of Mexican immigrants and the
interconnection to the cultural and socioeconomic influences within comlnunity has
occurred in a rural l,atino setting in Minnesota. I became involved initially as an ivICH
nurse, serving Mexican immigrant farnilies. This rural setting offered multiple
employment opportunities in dairy farming, construction, and canning for the majority

of

Mexican irnmigrarrts with whorn I worked. My workprimarily consisted of assisting with
rnedical, housirrg, trzursportation, and community resource needs. The work was intended

to empower Latino families by assisting thern in meeting basic human needs, health
promotion, and self-care.

In the beginning, i

wa-s thc:

pubiic health nltrse, erttering the cominunity and the

relationships as a gringa. Over time, this rural setting became the site of a new practice
model of nursing for me, fueled try a transsultural perspective and the witnessing of the

lived experiences rnithin migration and survival. This work became a process of,
'fhe
interaction, shared relationship ancl meaning; a rite of access, leading to intervention.
priest whorn I sought out, led me to a significant Latina elder, and gave me sanctuary tbr

Latino events in his church. Through relationship and this work, I have come to realize
the significance of the acts of mindfulness, openness, tolerance, and nonjudgment

in

crossing cultural boundaries and providing care.
Methods have included participant observation, the exploration of artifacts,
photography, and formal and informal interviewing techniques. Questions posed
regarding migratory patterns, migratory symbols, descriptions of nativity, cultural
meaning, and socioeconomic conditions, have been developed within the processes

of

evolving relationship and context. Participant observation sites included home visits,

clinic sites, religious observances, social events, and work with the Interpreter Network.
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I bracketed my assumptions before proceeding with the project in an effort to
prevent them from biasing the interview process (Appendix C).My awareness of these
assumptions also made me mindful of the analysis regarding project evaluation.
The process ofaccess

'Ihe collaborative partnering with significant community Latino elders and
community members as an MCH nurse has been an on-going process within the past two
years. Working closely with a Catholic priest chosen by the Latino community in this

rural setting, Latino celebrations have been held at the church. From this work, a
signitlcant Latino elder asked me to work with her to help the community. Public health
services, ,*,hich have integrated a primary lead medical interpreter and translaterl

documents, have assisted in the establishment of trust and reiationship. T'he public.health

work,

a.s

the establishment of trust, is on-going.

Working rnith thc interpreter and the Latino elder, access to the informants who
could share the cultural stories has occurred. The attempt has been to complement the
Latino values of extended kin and family. this means of connecting to community
participants reflectts the netrvorkirig dernonstrated by the l-atino families in my practice.
The Latino elder and the Catholic priest are primary gatekeepers of access to the Latino

community. The elder, the lead Spanish interpreter, and the priest are also the cultural
brokers for the research prooess and its outcomes. I am continuing to develop

relationships and trust with corlmunity members, key community contacts, ffid with the
lead medical interpreter.

I went to Mexico in March of 2002 to gain appreciation for the Mexican
homeland, to understand the sauses of migration, the cultural expressions, and the
socioeconomic realities of Mexican immigrants. Many of the Latino families I work with
have migrated from Mexico. The trip was a tool, which permitted access and

understanding, while validating the sincerity of my interest and care for the Latino

community. Observing the poverty and the grass-roots movements in Mexico, I was able,
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upon my returning, to create a poetic homily for the community, delivered at a church
service in the rural setting I served. I was also able to articulate the culture of the
indigenous, which spoke of respect for the sacred and the art of complementary healing.
The Latino families indicated the significance of the hornily while outwardly
demonstrating happiness in my joumey to Mexico.

Photography as a tool

I am studying photography, working one-on-one with

a photography teacher.

I

have been attempting to create and deepen my photography skills with the Latino

chiidren. I am hopingto illustrate the connections of migration from Mexico to the

United States in a photo documentary. Photographs have been taken in Mexico and in the
rural Latino setting in the United States.
In this field project, photographs attempt to give voice to the migratory
experience through black and white filrn depicting images of childten, living conditions,

texhues, ffid artifacts of nativity and cuhure. The att form of photography has the
potential to illuminate the symbolic meanirrg of the migratory experience fbr Mexican
imrnigrants.
The photography of the children protects the adults who are of undocumented
status. The photography of symbols, artifacts, and textures of nativity protect the

identification of persons and residency. Names have been withheld in the research
document (Appendix A). Informed consent has been obtained with the assistance of the

interpreter. Consenting families have placed an "X" on one consent form and have signed
an additional form with their first name only (Appendices B). I
and

will keep the signed form

will not attach it to the research document. The original consent form came from

the

Minnesota Department of Health library.
Analysis
The initial findings of the field project have been reviewed with the participants

during MCH home visits. The incorporation of reflexivity, journaling, and dialogue with
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the participants and the community consultants, has been an attempt to validate findings
regarding the meaning of the lived experiences observed within context. Further, field
notes have been analyzed, photographs reviewed, and poetry created, to categorize
themes and triangulate data. It is a design that is therefore descriptive and exploratory.

Honoring the cultural perspectives within transcultural caring healirrg relationships
permits the etic and emic view poirrts to suface, while adding rigor to the research
process and its outcomes.

Application
The research Frndings will be displayed at the Winona Art Center as a photo
documentary in the spring o12fl{)3. The interconnection of research, photographs, and

poetry will create a medium and forum for eclucating the public about tolerance, Mexican
ir.nmigration experiences, outcomes of resource distribution, social iustice issues, and
health disparities. I will also seek tc address the Winona County Community Health

Advisory Committee, and rneet rnith State Senator Kierlin. Nan'ative outcomes coitld also
be incorporated into the Winona County Community Health Services and MCH plans,

'fhis dissemination of findings could
rryhich are utilized at the state anrJ federal levels.
therefor:e transform fainily, corununify, and system-hased outcornes, which could in turn

alter health care reform and policy development. I hope to mirror the Mexican immigrant
experience and deepen communiff relationships...so that one day the words "my house is

your house" becomes actualized 'and "homelands" exist to nteet basic human needs for all
persons, regardless of nativity, race. or ethnicity.

The intimacy experienced from the lived experiences and human conditions faced

by the Mexican immigrants I have worked side-by-side with, has transformed my praxis,

my spirituality, and the art of my practice. Within relationship, I have been taken into the
inner circle of some Mexican immigrant lives. I have been led to the art of photography,
which complements my poetry, and has evoked the articulation of the art form of nursing
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practice in a profound way. This reality has been transformational and relationship-based,
and has been the true gift of my work.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation:

Entering the Heart of the Mexican Immigrant
Practice project

'Ihe Mexican irnmigrant families have reinforced the significance of
transformational healing caring relationships, aesthetic knowing, ffid process-oriented
cornmunity activism, led and directed by the participants. Relationships of trust evolve

within a presence, which is steadfast, mindful, and honest. Work which incorporates what
is culturally meaningful, and expressed inthe symbols of art form, evokes human
understanding and meaning in relationship, At times, that which is fett cannot be seen,

only trusterl, Caring touch and expression continue to promote acts of healing and
relationship.

I have found the negotiation and minirnization of barriers within the Latino culture
incorpr:rate thur tradition of extended kin and respect of the elders. Familialism is
honored, and I have learired tc work with the husband and wife as a team, and integrate
the blessing o1-the elder whenever attenrpting to establish relationship, review informed
consent, clo health prornotion teaching, and enter into homes. The elder, extended kin,
and at times the husband in a traditional Latino home, are fclrmal and informal

fainily and

cultural structure to be respected. Working closely with a lead medical Spanish
interpreter, I am able to permeate the marginalized experiences and the cultural stories
when invited. Further, I have developed a collaborative relationship with the Catholic
priest to interconnect the Spanish mass with health, education, and community
interventions. Both formally and informally, our work has been transformed when

honoring the cultural values and contacts upheld by the Latino community. Slowly over
time, I have been asked to permeate the boundary and share the lived experiences
profoundly. These cultural bridging relationships and dialogues assist me in deepening
cultural consciousness and transcultural caring. I am then able to attempt to affect access,
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organizational structure, service delivery, communication, and standards of transcultural
care.

The multiple voices and the Latino conrmunity response to public health services
has been the greatest when I have incorporated the Latina elder, the padre, and have

utilized the church

as an

integral site for service delivery. Additionally, the Latinas have

tmsted me after helping them meet basic human needs. The families have reinforced the
significance of utilizing a consistent, trusted interpreter and home visits for promoting a

private space for stories and trust. Frequently, the men are working during the day, or
sleeping due to their work schedule. Within practice remains the challenge to not only
become rtore aware of the male gender experience, but to also establish male trust, and
create a similar spe{-:e for its expression.

'Ihe Mexican immigrant families have led me to value the mrsing theory and
concepts previourrly descrtbecl, but have also taught me to reflectively create, articulate,
and incorporate, ditferent care components and structure within my practice"

lIall,

Stevens, and Meleis (1994) describe how designs for inquiry are altered when guided by

recognition of. or awareness of, rnarginalization. Knowledge development includes
alliances, €troup fonrms, political action, participatory research, and storytelling, which
promote understanding and the development of theory, by engaging the marginalized

within the process. "Knowledge may be gained through emotions rather than words,
verbal performance rather than text, political action rather than cognitive appraisal, or
behaviors of a daily lit-e of work and caring rather than answers to standardized
questions" (p. 38). The art form of qualitative research has taught me most about the

significance of relationship within practice.
Stefanko (1996) speaks about "the processes of migrant souls, weaving together
the threads of memory, history, and narration at the crossroads of feminism, past

colonialisms, and socialisms" (p. 50). These experiences of immigration, exile, and
boundary crossing can provide us with new ways of knowing and describing. Memories
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are "narrated in specific historical contexts, in fusing the empty/open/silent spaces

in

history, discourses, and politics with resistant and alternative paradigms" (p. 51). Stories
create consciousness about cultural transplantation, displacement and return, which can
create contextual spaces

within relationship. This, to me, is the permeation of barriers,

sultural indifference, health care disparity, ffid is an initial step in addressing the gap
between the wealthy and the poor. The stories

cill carry us across cultures, language,

and

systems within community. . .and initiate the collective transformation.

As a graduate student in Mexico, I was able to meet a colnm,mity activist named
Carmen. Carmen facilitated comm,rnity grcups for men and women and tlrough an
interpreter, described how stories can transcend language, literacy, ffid culhre. Carmen
validated the healing potential and consciousness-raising capabilities birthed within

cultural stories. Stre dernonstrated the art form of language and movement, which
tlansibrms relationship, conte,xfual realities, and meaning. Carrnerr led me to the creatiott

of "the Flomil.y" (Appendix E), which was poetically illustrated, incorporated sociopolitical realities, honorecl the ancestors and the cultural linkages, ffid atternpted to invite
the Latino communit.v to share relationship. The homily was created with the help of my
lead medical interpreter, who translated the poem and stood by my sicle, interpreting the
poem in front of the Latino community. This experience has led me to dialogue with the

Latina elder, and some l,atino coillmunity members, to see if more cultural stories can be
incorporated into additional "homilies." The vision is to create poetry, texture, and
symbois created by the cultural stories, which will be incorporated at Latino events at the
church, with family consent.
Further, witnessing the three cultural stories of migration, I learned first-hand
about the depth of knowing and being, which resulted in the dialogue, the mirroring

of

language and posture, the sensitivity to the spaces of silence, as the reverence for the
tears, and the reflection of remembering. The cultural stories permitted the naming of the

lived experiences in ways which were profound, unique, and expressed in multi-
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dimensional form. These stories created a space for the practice of transpersonal caringhealing relationship. Witnessing this, I entered the heart of my practice and came closest

to the heart of the Mexican immigrant.
Shared themes in the cultural stories told about the extreme suffering experienced

in the act of migration, the desire to protect and care for families, and the heartache
resulting when separated from family and loved ones. One man stated:
We suffer a lot to come to this country. There is no work in Mexico or the pay is
very little. In Mexico, we have to sell the land or leave the land. We come here so
we don't have to sell the land.
Descriptions of the border crossing, working with a coyote [an illega] border
smuggler], hiding from the Border Patrol, ffid affempting to maintain safety and

hydration for themselves and the children in extreme temperatures were consistent
themes. The cultural str:ries described the poverty: "The children in Mexico sometimes
cannot eat when they should be eating...many people go to the public clinics in Mexico
and die waiting.

It is such a good life just to have enough-"

Themes of cultural difference and discrimination were described within the

Mexican comrnunity and the community of settlement in the United States. "We come
here to work and better ourselves. Sornetimes they look at us in a bad way and I know

they do not want us here. They do not know us. We are good." Further, a major theme
was the desire to see a change in the laws of

immigration:

We want to do right. We need to be here to have a better

,

life...I took an oath and

asked God for forgiveness, people need to work. I have a dream that Immigration

gives us apeffnit to see our families in Mexico, while not losing ourjobs in the

United States. If we had employee permits, Immigration could charge us the
money, instead of the coyotes...if migration became legal, many will not die.
Descriptions of nativity included the memories of Mexico's beauty, the vastness

of land, the multitudes of bright colors, the tones of the water, and the gatherings of
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family and religious celebrations. Symbols included the Mexican flag, the Virgen de
Guadalupe, and the Mariachi. An outlier was the description of the Mexican community

in the rural area of Minnesota. An elder believed:
We Hispaflics are Mexicans. Instead of being united, we are fighting. We did not
see

this fighting in lUexico. We need to be strong and united. Some think of cars

and want better cars and shirts...but they mustthink of their hearts. So many

people are proud...so be more sincere and less proud!
The cultural stories were told by two women and one man.

All had the experience

of border crossing; one crossed legally and two illegally. One participant was the Latina
elder frorn the rural cofilrnunity. Regardless of gender, there were moments of silence and
tears when telling the stories. The process of transcribing went beyond the words. These
experiences were some of the most intimate moments of my transcultural nursing

practice. The expressions transcended the meaning of migration, the human conditions

of

poverty, the relevance of the research, ffid evoked the poetry found in Chapter 5. The
poetry is the wholistic presentation drawn from the narrative and experiences with the

Latino t-amilies.
The

photography
As I observe the Mexican immigrant families looking at the photographs of their

children, I can feel the famiiy bonds, the pride, the sense of family-and now understand
how the gift of an image can perhaps be a reciprocal blessing. The photograph is, in

itself, a cultural story which articulates and illustrates that which is transformed. As the
cultural story, the photograph is a tool of ethnography, which can offer an evaluative
component to the process and outcome of my practice model. Images transcend and
define word, body posture, personal space, as the relationship to light and its shadows.
Photographs at times can depict what is silenced or unspeakable. The art of seeing,
naming, and giving form to experience and relationship is transformed through the
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camera's lens. The gifts of poetry are an additional tool of qualitative research, which has
the potential to illuminate the human spirit within heart form, texture, color, and rhyhm.
The Latino families talked about the significance of the homily in poetic, story

form. . . and the Spanish language and context became a metaphor to the words

...

in the

process, we find our connection in our humanness and in our art form, as persons of heart

and sacred spirit. Nativity, human rights, lived experiences, and migration take on new

identity and significance when gazingdeeply into the heart of the Mexican immigrant.
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Chapter

5

Discussion:
Poetic Remembrance

THE ACT OF INTENTION
I)escending into a darkened basement with an interpreter

I pushed open the wooden door
entering a different reality

of existence, culture and circumstance.

Rooms of shadows

tilled with sleeping Latinos of all
as the sun

ages?

illuminated the noon-time sky

and the world outside revolved in a diffr:rent
consciousness and space.

My

eyes scanned the darkness,

noting the absence of furniture, books, and textures of warmth
in the basement's humidity and stone-crowded spaces.

A deep sigh came from my being
as

I felt the weight of the laborer, the act of migration,

the bearing of survival, the bond of family, and the
ravages of poverty within humanity.
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In that moment of descent and witness evolved the
intention of giving voice to that world-view room
hidden behind the wooden door of my community and homelandThe slumbering, tired bodies could have been my grandparents,

my brothers, my sister, son or daughter. - .

I did not know why they were on one side of the wooden door, and I, the other...

We become the mirror of our humanity
the grace of dimension and sacredness of being
the transformative act.s of creating and meurifesting

relationship beyond the walls of boundary
and the doors of wood.

OJean Marie Gunderson
8- t 0-02
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The Stance of Suffering
Witnessing you describe your migration from Mexico,

I watched your gme fall

deep into the carpeted

floor

as you squared your broad strong shoulders

pulling the cap lower to hide the eyes which teared
while speech became silent
and the space grew large and aching.

The brown texhued hands anchored the chin

While attempting to subdue the trembling lip
evoking within a grasping sighful moan the words,
"there is so muclt suffering..."

Observing those squared broad shoulders

I saw the

shoulders of my brothers

the aching of manhood
as the

immensity of the heartbreak

within the climbing of the rock,
the passage of descent
and the crossing of the border

in an act of defiance against poverty
and care for your family"
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In your words, I remembered the collective migration
of our immigrant ancestors,
as the

familial desire to meet basic human needs.

How can we deny you,
strong, brave immigrant?

@Jean Marie Gunderson

8-s-02
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The Midwife
The creator of sacred space

in hallowed vegetation and stone
of the rural land
of the rural people.

A people who have at times
forgotten the ancestral strengfh of birthing
the collective consciousness,

survival found within the depth of the cleansing breath
the crowning of the child
the tuming toward the light
the womh of the earth
and the medicinal bed of healing.

Remembering ancestral bloodlines

lived experiences
and profound ways of being.

OJean Marie Gunderson

8-2002
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Interlude
There are times my hands come into contact with homes and rooms

which are dark and bare...rooms void of brilliancy and color...
absent of laughter, music and

rhyhm.

I can feel the longing of the child

as the maternal heartbeat

which yearns for some type of connection and significance...
perhaps described as a searching for a final resting place

in

a

world which appears at times foreign and theatening in its demands.

Other mc,rmertts my ears attempt to decode language,

which is vast. expansive, .musical, poignant and pining.
In my dreams I sotnetimes speak Spanish when surrounded
by faces of culture and ethnicity.

I carry with me the spirit of the child and the families I work side-by-side with each day.
Their presence has illuminated my reality by demanding all my actions, vi.sions and voice
not deny them through silence or rroffecognition.

As a woman, public health nurse and mother, my hands and memory
must imprint this earth deeply through commitment and love, peace and nonviolence.
There is no turning back or running away

from the realities as the needs seen within community.
There is indeed a point of no return.
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Perhaps within the texture of my hands and in the cradle of my arms

I can ease a bit of the longing of the child and connect the familial
within the soul of communitv.

@Jean Marie Gunderson

8-10-2002

heartbeat
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Remembrance

How does one incorporate

a

texture of the living

Become the memory songs of the ancestors

the space which transcends language
the speech of the unspeakable in form
the walk side-hy-side companion
the heart of the pain and joy
the energy for initiation, endurance, and resilience
the testing ground

the shadow as the star in the night
the vessel to hold the water
the space for the articulation
the minor for the transformation
the soft earthen ground for the weary
the dance of life
the womb of possibility and creativity
the silence for the sigh
the lullaby for the birthing
and the ash for the winged journey...
OJean Marie Gunderson

2002
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HUMANITY

I

am the experience of

family

described in written word

which defines perceptions and passions
of past, present, and fufure
being and becoming.

Who I am
carries both flame and shadow
peace and brokenness

pain and tender heartedness.

Sighs which vibrate earth
echo silence
glisten water.

Heart-sounds recognize the lovemaking
the birthing
the bearer of children

loyalty to the earth
passion for relatedness

belief in the sacred.

35
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Body speaks the language
of my mind and soul
creates an interplay

of dance, art, and stillness.

Word articulates the experience
fbnnulates the flame
honors the memory of the moment
as the

will to transcend

the poet.

OJean Marie Gunderson
9- 10-2000
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The Exposure

I yearn to imprint the memory of your furrowed dark brow
the textured hands which have caressed and formed layers of earth

birthed produce, cattle, and railroads.

I yearn to capture the image of the contours in your face
and the depths of your dark eyes

which speak to me of the fate of poverty
the life of resilience and character
the memory of the lnigrant crossings
the passions of hurnanity
the pain of discrimination
the iderrtity of Mexicano.

Yet, to protect you,
you remain faceless in your adult fotm
homeless in your second homeland
formless.

Though I have felt the squaring of your shoulders
observed your tearing after giving voice to the migration
witnessed the laboring of your work
carried the collective memory of the border passage
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described in textures of earth, field grasses, water and mountain rock,
held bodies of identities and spirit souls
seeking life beyond survival.

You often remain without basic human needs.
Somehow, may this witnessing

give form to what has become known

illuminating the lens
and solidifying the hlack and white image held deeply io my heart.

OJean Marie Gunderson

7-02-02
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Chapter 6
Conclusions, Recommendations, Reflections:

Transcultural Nursing Consciousness as a Newborn
This field project is a description of experiential learning about transformational
caring-healing relationships with Mexican immigrants of mixed citizenship status, as a
gradrmte Transcultural Community Health nurse. This work incorporates nursing theory
and concepts, which articulate nursing as a human science and upholds ontological,

personal, ffid aesthetic ways of knowing within a transcultural perspective. The writings
speak to the use of

reflexivity, art, and the cultural stories, which mirror diverse voices in

advancecl nursing practice, both

How

d.r,res

in art form and socio-political activism.

one transcend the male and female lived experiences and honor ways of'

knowing in art form? Horn' r:an the aesthetic expressions of advanced practice also be
hmdcd? These are the questions and the rreeds I carry when working with the Mexican

immigrant families, and which drarv me to the application of nursing theory and
conceptual rnodels, which promote new methods of practice. These questions
advanced nursing practice evolve from the sharing of story and relationship

of

within

language, which has been translated, interpreted, observed, and felt. Interestingly, it has

taken a context of relationship over many years to identify the questions being
asked...perhaps the answers will take marly more years within relationship.
The context of rny public health nursing practice continues to be fluid-like and

motion-filled, based upon my work with the Latino families, and the created vision from
transcultural and transformational nursing theory. My work has become much more
process than outcome-based. The significance of "relationship building" and the intention

of presence have altered my "visit count" and "direct time" statistics, while increasing my
"group time," and "indirect time." Yet, I feel I have demonstrated the art form of my
practice, in new family programming, grant writing, and public health advocacy. The

vision has strengthened my leadership skills and my passions, while not permitting me to
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maintain "business-as-usual." The struggle lies in the awareness that the structure of my

work and the environment outside of the home or church site visits remains the same
regarding paperwork, reimbursement for services, and clinics. The cultural stories, the
presence in relationship, and the photographs speak to what is significant in my practice.

The integration of education, health, and the church has demonstrated the beauty

of collaborative work in an environment beloved to the community served. Individual
home visits can never replicate that conlmunal, cultural response. Program development,

which incorporates community mernbers and elders, remains significant. Evaluative
noflns need to be expanded to learn how to articulate the otttcomes of qualitative
research. Numbers need to incorporate both context and art form. I-here are times perhaps

the language of humanity, culture, and poverty are recognized within the poetry of the
livecl experiences.
Advanced transcultural practice

will

ask the questions, which articulate cultural

access, cultural meaning, and relevance in health care and community collaborations.

Transcultural nursing practice will need to find a voice rvithin the field of grant writing
and funciirrg, political forums, and international law and policies, which define conceptual

frameworks of wealth and poverty, migration, culture, community development, and
distribution of resources. To me, this is the heart and the an of transcultural practice.

Working side-by-side with persons of limited income, I have come to realize the
profundity of transcultural consciousness and transformational caring-healing
relationships within practice. Nursing theory, which illuminates the essences

of

relationship, art form, and ways of knowing beyond empirics, has been recognized in the
lived experiences of the Mexican immigrant families and in the formation of my being.

With the vision of transcultural and transformational caring-healing theory, I believe I
have witnessed the art form of my

practice-as

a newborn.
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Perhaps transcultural consciousness gives voice to both disparity and diversity

within human caring-healing relationships, which evokes the spaces of cultural
understanding and care for all.
The Callins of Transcultural Con$ciousness and its Intention:
The Cri

How does one incorporate

a texture

Ouestions

of the living

Become the memory songs of the ancestors
the space which transcends language
the speech of the unspeakable in form
the walk side-by-side companion
the heart of the pain and joy
the energy for initiation, endurance, and resilience
the testing ground

the shadow as the star in the night
the vessel to hold the water
the space for the articulation
the mirror for the transftrrmation

the soft earthen ground for the weary
the dance of life
the womb of possibility and creativity
the silence for the sigh
the lullaby for the birthing
and the ash for the winged journey...
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Appendix A
*Process questions (potential

questions):

These

will

be reviewed by the elder,

clergyman, and lead interpreter for refinement. The work will lead to the questions
asked.*

(iender

Age--Years of

education-

Employment in

Mexico Years-

Bilingual Y N

YN

Read

Spani qh

Engli qh

Interpreter Y

N

How long have vou Iived in the Il.S.?
rnonths/years
Flomeland in lvfexico

Describe your homeland:

Tell me why you came to the United States:

Do you remember any stories about migration?

What are some symbols of migration?

What are some items

s

you have

remind you of Mexisq?
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Appendix B

Photograph Release Form

Date

I,

[Nu*e

_-

Please

X)

do hereby grant permission to Jean

M. Gunderson, PHN IliWinona County Community

Health Services, transcultural graduate student/Augsburg College to photograph my

children and create a photo documentary ancVor copy, exhibit, publish, or make more
prints of the photographs in order to inform and educate the public abotrt the migratory
experiences, culture, and the socioeconomic conditions of lVlexican itnmigrants.

At any time I can revoke this release. I also understand that reftlsai to grant such
permission would not and cannot result in the loss of any rights to which I am otherwise
entitled by law.

Place an

(Witness)

-'X"

rl

(Signature)

(Parent or Guardian)
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Appendix B
Pdrmiso Para Hacer Prihlicas Las Fotografias

Fecha

Yo,
(Nombre)
por este medio concedo permiso a Jean Grmderson, PHN II de servicios de salud de la
comunidad del condado de Winona, estudiante graduada de multicultura Augsburg
College, para fotografiar a mis hijos y crear un doctitnentario fotogrrifico y/o copiar,

exhibir, publicar, or hacer mds copias de las fotografias en orden de informar y educar al
priblico sohre las experiencias miggatorias, cultura y las condiciones socioecondmicas de
los inmigrarttes mej icanos"

En cualquier momento yo puedo revocar este permiso. Yo comprendo que rehusar a dar
esle permiso no resultari en la perdicla de cualquier derecho que yo tenga bajo la ley.

(Testido)

(Firma)
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Appendix B

Photograph Release Signature Page
Date

First Name Only
1

1

2

2

J

J

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

tt

I

I

9

10

10

1l

11.

12.

12.

13._

13

l4

14.

15.

15.

16.

16

17.

17.

18

18.

19.

19.

20

2A
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Appendix B
Prlgina Para el Permiso de Fotografia

Photograph Release Signature Page
Solamente Su Primer Nombre

Fecha

First Natne Only

Date

I

l.

2

)
-)

J

a

J

4

4

5

(

6.

6

7.

7

8.

I

I

9

10

10.

11.

11.

t2

12.

13.

13.

l4

14.

15.

15.

16.

16._

17.

17.

18.

18.
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Appendix B

INFORMED CONSENT
You are invited to be in a research study about the migratory experiences of
Mexican immigrants and their connections to the socioeconomic and cultural influences
of community" You were selested as a possible participant because of my contact with
you as a public health nurse, and your expressed interest in wanting to help the Mexican

cornmunity. Please review this form and ask any questions you may have before
agreeing to be in the studY.

I, Jean l\{" Gu-nderson, am conducting a field project through Augsbrrrg College as
part of rny graduate work in Transcultural Community Health Nursing, ffid I am working

with an advisor.
BACKGROTIND ANI} INFORMATION

:

T'he purpose of this sfudy is to examine

howthe migratory experiences of

Mexican immigrants are interwoven -within socioeconomic and cultural influences

of

community. This knowledge would reflect diverse Latino cultural ways of heing and
knowing, r,vhich influence human and commooity outcomes and conditions. The creation
of caring healing relationships and cultural understanding is envisioned.

PROCEDURES:

If you agree to this study, I would

ask you to do the following things: meet with

me for approximatel,v I% - 2 hours to discuss your migratory experiences, cultural

beliefs, and descriptions about your homeland and living conditions. With your approval,

I would also like to take pictures of your children, your migratory symbols, cultttral
artifacts, and home environment. You can specify what picture to take, or you can refuse
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photographs at any

time. These pictures will be displayed, printed, or published with the

findings of the project. I will create a poetic narrative from the stories you share with me,
which will be integrated with the literature reviewed. This field project will include a
photo documentary, which will be displayed at the Winona Art Center, area churches,
schools, and civic, county and state gatherings, for the next three years (2002-2005).

RISKS AND BENBFITS OF BEING IN THE STTTDY:
The study places you at risk as a member of a family of mixed citizenship status,

who is also not bilingual" When talking about your lived experiences as an immigrant, it
can elicit memofies, sadness, loss, depression, or stress. T'o minimize your risk, the
consent forms t1o not require last names; a professional medical interpreter
present at the time of consent and at the interview with

will

be

me. Photographs will only

be

taken of the childrenwith your consent, and inthe image,s you identify. Photographs
your home and land wili not include identifiers (only pieces/sections/textures).
dccuments will be translated. I

will

of

All

share my photographs and my final narrative

with

you in the presence of the interpreter to uphold the meaning and spirit of your words.
Project Ftl\iE (Focus on Integrating Newcomers through Education) at l-507-452-4100
provides interpreter and supportive services at no cost to you. Hiawatha Valley Mental
Health Center at 1-507-454-4341 provides mental health services and utilizes

interpreters. The center requires a fee based upon your income, or bills Medical
Assistance. These are the community resources to utilize if you are experiencing feelings
you want help with, as a result of this study. You have the right to refuse to answer any
question without jeopardizingyour participation in the project. You have the right to
decline participation at any time, and it will be respected.
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There is no direct benefit of money to participate in this study. Yet, the indirect
benefits of participating have the potential to increase cofilmunity consciousness about
Mexican immigrant migratory experience and culture, the cultural descriptions

of

homeland, and the connection to socioeconomic conditions. Understanding the context

of migration may shift beliefs and values in socioeconornic priorities and in the care of
the Mexican community.

CONFIDENTIALITY:
The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report we might
publish, we will not include any information that will make it possible to identify you.
Research records

will

be kept in a lockecl

have access to the records. You

file; orrly the researchers and the typist will

wtll also receive

on copy of all photographs taken by

nre. Refbr to "Photograph Consent F-orm."
Raw data

will

be destroyed by August of 2003.

VOLUNTARY NATURE OF THE STTIDY:
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future
relations with the College or Winona County Community Health Services. If you decide
to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time r,vithout affecting those relationships.

CONTACTS AND QUESTIONS:
The researcher conducting this field project is Jean M. Gunderson. You may ask
any questions you have

now. If you have any questions later, you

can contact me at I -

507-457-6400. You can also contact my advisor, Ruth Enestvedt at 1-612-330-121 1.

You will be given a copy of the consent form.
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STATEMENT OF CONSENT:
I have read the above information or have had it read to me in English and
Spanish" I have received answers to the questions asked. I consent to participate in the
study.

Date

(First name only)
Signature of

investigato{-

Date

Signature of the in

I consent to allow
Signature

Date

use of my direct quotations in the published

field project docurnent.
Date

If I feel this study causes me any distress, I have the right to withdraw from the study.
Signature

Date
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Appendix B

INFORMACION DEL PERMISO
Usted estf invitado a participar en un estudio respecto a las experiencias de los

iruligrantes Mejicanos y sus conexiones con la influencia socioecon6mica y cultural de la
comunidad. Usted fu6 escogido como un participante posible por mi contacto con usted
como enfermera de salud priblica y usted expres6 interes en querer ayudar a la comunidad

Mejicana. por favor repase esta forma y puede hacer cualquier pregunta que tenga antes
de consentir a paticipar en este estudio.

Yo, Jean M. Gunderson, estoy dirigiendo un proyecto por medio de

61

Augsburg

College como parte de mi trabajo de estudios graduados de enfermera de salud para la
comunidad transcultural y estoy trabajando con una consejera academica.

INT'ORMACION:
El objeto de este estudio es examinar como las experiencias de los inmigrantes
Mejicanos, estdn entrelazadas dentro de las influencias culturales y socioecondmicas de
la comunidad. Este conocimiento puede reflejar la e.*ristencia de la diversa cultura Latina,
que eierce influencia humana, resultados y condiciones para Ia comunidad. Es la visi6n

la creaci6n de relaciones para cuidar, curar y comprender la cultura.

PROCEDIMIENTOS:
Si usted est6 de aouerdo con este estudio yo le pido lo siguiente: encontrarse
conmigo por 1 Yz-Z horas aproximadamente, para hablar de sus experiencias migratorias,
creencias sulturales y descripci6n de su tierra natal y condiciones de

vida. Con

su

aprobaci6n, tambien quiero tomar fotografias de sus niflos, sus simbolos migratorios,
artefactos culturales, y ambiente de su hogar. Usted puede especificar que fotografias
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sacar o puede rehusar fotografias en cualquier momento. Estas fotografias serdn

exhibidas, grabadas o publicadas con los resultados de este proyecto. Yo creard una
narrativa podtica de las historias que compartio conmigo, las cuales serdn integradas con
el repaso de la literatura. Este trabajo de investigaci6n y proyecto

incluirf un

documentario fotogrdfico que ser6 exhibido en el Centro de Artes de Winona (Winona

Art Center), iglesias de la regiiln, escuelas, reuniones civicas del condado y el estado, por
los prdximos tres aflos (2002-2005).

RIESGOS Y BENEFICIOS I}E PARTICIPACION EN EL ESTTII}IO:

El esfudio lo porre a usted a riesgo como miembro de una familia de ciudadania
nrezclada, quien tambidn no es bilingiie. Hablando sobre las experiencias que

vivi6 como

inrnigrante esto puede extraer memorias, tristez,a, pdrdida, depresidn o tensi6n. Para
empequeflecer su riesgo, las formas de permiso nc; requieren su apellido, un intdrprete

mddico profesional estard presente en la entrevista conrnigo y tambidn cuando de su

consentimiento. Fotografias de sus niflos solamente

serd"n

tomados con su permiso y las

imagines que usted identifique. Fotografias de su hogar y de su tierra no incluyen

identificaciones (solamente pedazosisecciones/texturas). Todos los documentos van a ser
traducidos. Yo compartird mis fotografias y mi nartativa final con usted en la presencia
de gn intfrprete para sostener el significado y el espiritu de sus palabras. Proyecto

FINE

(Foco en Integrar recidnllegados atravds de EducaciSn) el teldfono es L-507-452-4100.
provee servicios e interpretes y de apoyo, de gratis para usted. Hiawatha Valley Mental
Health Center (Centro de Salud Mental del Valle de Hiawatha) el teldfono es 1-507-454'
4341, provee servicios de salud mental v

utilizan interpretes. El centro requiere

honorarios basados en sus ingresos, o asistencia mddica. Estos son recursos que puede
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utilizar si quiere ayuda con emociones o sentimientos como resultado de este estuclio.
Usted tiene el derecho de rehusar contestar cualquier pregunta sin causarle riesgo a su

participaci6n en 6[ proyecto. Usted tiene el derecho de declinar su participaci6n en
cualquier momento y ser6 respetado.

No hay beneficio directo de dinero por participar en este estudio. Sin embargo los
beneficios indirectos de participacirin son potenciales paraaumentar el estado consciente
de la comunidad respecto a las experiencias migratorias

y culturales de los inmigrantes

Mejicanos- las descripciones culturales de su tierra, natal y la conexi6n con condiciones
socioecon6micas. Comprendierrdo el contexto de migraci6n puede cambiar creencias y
apreciar prioridades socioeconomicas en el cuidado de la comunidad mejicana.

CONT'IDENCIAI,:
Los rJocumerrtos de este estudio se van a mantener privados. En cualquier reptrte
que pudiese publicarse, nosotros no

vilnos

a

incluir informacitin que hiciera posihle

identificarlo a usted. [,os documentos de investigaci6n se van a guardar en un archivo
cerrado con

llave. Solamente los investigadores escolares tendrdn acceso a estos

documentos. Llsted tambien recir'bird una copia de todas las fotografias que yo tom6.
Referirse a la "Forma Pam Permiso de Fotografias."

f)atos seran destruidos en agosto del 2003.

NATURALF,'ZAV OLU NT'ARIA DEL ESTUDIO

:

Su decisi6n de no partir;ipar no le af'ectard sus relaciones actuales o futures con la

universidad o con los servicios de salud para la comunidad del condado de Winona. Si
usted se decide a participar, usted estd libre para separarse en cualquier momento sin

afectarle esas relaciones.
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CONTACTOS Y PREGUNTAS:
La investigadora conduciendo este proyecto de investigacidn es Jean M.
Gunderson. Usted puede hacerle cualquier pregunta ahora. Si tiene pregrrntas m6s tarde,
puede ponerse en contacto conmigo

al l-507-457-6400. Tambidn

consejera, Ruth Enestvedt, al 1-612-330-1211.

puede llamar a rni

A usted se le entragara una copia de el

permiso consintiendo.

DECLARACION DB PERMISO:
Yo he leido la informaci6n y a mencionada o me la han leido en Ingles y Espariol.

yo

he recibido respuestas a todas mis pregrrntas.

Yo consiento

a

participar en este

estrrdio.

Fectra--

Firrrra

(Solo su primer nombre)
F-ima del in

Feoha-

Firma del interprete

Fecha-

yo permito el uso

de mis citaciones (palabras) directas en el documento puhlioado para el

trabajo de el proyecto.
Firma

F echa

Si yo siento que este estudio me causa angustia yo tengo el derecho de apartarnre del
estudio

Firma

Irecha
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Appendix C
Bracketed Meanings
I believe that all persons should have access to basic human needs, regardless of
citizenship status.
I believe the influences of culture, migration, and socioeconomic status are
closely inter-related.

I believe we need to invest in relationships, which are culturally diverse...that
peace can only be acquired

tlrough cultural relativism, diplomacy, and compassiotr.

I believe investment in the research and problem-solving strategies, regarding the
conditions affecting children and their fainilies, is a foundationa! philosophy of my

worldview.

I believe internationally, all countries must look at how resources are distributed
and '*wrestle

with" the ever-widening gap befween the wealthy and the poor.

I believe the majority of Mexicsn imrnigrants come to the United States to find
work, maintain networks with kin, and improve their standards of living.

I believe research outcomes have the patenl.ial to "move the masses" if art form
can be created through the tools of photography, poetry, narrative,

the connection to symbolic cultural meaning.

ffid research.. -creating
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Appendix

l)

Institutional Research Board
Augsburg College
June 10, 2002

To: Jean Gunderson
L-

From: Norma C. Noonan, Chair

I am pieased to inform you that the IRB has approved your research proposal
as submitted

t'evised on June 5,2002,
--**--as
additional clarifying statements requested by the IRB"

with the

with the following conditions:

in your written project and in any
major documents alluding to the research project is as follows:

your IRB approval number which should

be noted

2002-23-7

I wish you success with your project. If you have any questions, you may contact me:
6 12-330- I 198 or noonan @ augsburg-e-du.
Dr. Ruth Enestvedt
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Appendix E
Voices from the Ravine and the Sacred Altar

of

We have walked side-by-side Latino families who have crossed the borders

Mexico and have heard the stories of the lived experiences of migration. We have heard
the voices of Mexico, which ask

for

a

life free of poverty,

a

living wage to meet basic

human needs, and a means to care and nurfure tamily. These are voices, which cry for
equity, human respect, human clignity, and a relationship of mutuality.

We have heard il1s voices, which remember the coyotes, the separation of family,
the relentless hunger, the

will to find and do good work, and the yearning to create

a

horne both in Mexico and the LTnited States.

Walking side-by-side you,

wCI

have observed acts of discrimination towards you,

systems which clo not honor your language in written words and speech, and do not

reflect your cultural heliefs as Mexicans. We have witnessed the times you have not
received medical and dental care, have lived in crowded housing, and have been
uninsured. We have hearcl the cries of'the women and ttre children...the sense

of

isolation, aloneness, feAr, and vulnerability as an immigrant, in an unknown land and
language.

We have also heard the ancestral voices of Mexico, which speak of the inner
strength of spirit within one's self,, created through the honoring of the liglrt of

family

love, survival, the four dire'rtions, the medicinal plants, the indigenous cross, and the

womb of earth. Elder voices which remember the hallowed ground, the uncarved stone,
the light of the rising sun and moon, the rhythm of the collective gathering,
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conscisusness, and pulse of

life teading to the Sacred. They ask us to retum and honor

this source of light and being.
We cannot carry you, but we can walk together as brothers and sisters to give
homage to your vision and voice, creating community and life transformation for all

of

us-

We are gathered on this day to honor you and strengthen our relationships with

you...it is our collective spiritWe have a drearn in which all people have the right to rrreet basic human needs,
krrow dignity, equity, and a place to call home. May Jesus and the Virgin de Guadalupe
bless you.

€)Jcan: ti:e Entbrnera
',\-2t) -AZ
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Appendix E
Voces De La Quebrada Y

llel Altar Sagrado

Nosotros caminamos lado a lado de familias latinas que han cruzado los bordes de

mdjico y hemos oido las experiencias de la vida migratoria. Nosotros hemos oido las
voces de mdjico las cuales piden por una vida libre de probreza, un salario apropriado,
para satisfacer las necesidades b6sicas humanas y medios para la custodia y cuidado de la

familia.

Estas son voces que lloran

por

igualdad, respeto humano, dignidad humana, y

una relaci6n mufua.

Hemos gido las voces q uE recuerdatr a los "ct-ryotes ," la separac.i6n de la familia,
el harnbre implacable, la voluntacl para enc.ontrar y hacer un buetr trabajo y el anhelo de

crear un hcgar en ambos mdjico y los estados unirlosCaminando, lado a lado hemos obsenrado actos de discriminacidn hacia ustedes,
sisterrras los cuales no honran a ss idioma en las palabra.s escritus

y habladas y

qLle no

reflejan sus creencia como mejicanos. [Iernos sirio testigos de las veces que no hau
recibido atencidn mddica y dentai, eue han vivido en casas apifladas y sin seguro. Hemos
oido el larnento de las mujeres y los niflos----el sentido de aislamiento, soledad, temor, y
vulnerables como inmigrantes en una tierra y un lenguaje desconocido.

Tambidn oimos las voces antepasadas de mdjico, Jas cuales nos habian de la
fuerza del espfritu dentro de nuestro ser, creada a travds de honorar la luz del amor

familiar, supervivencia, las cuatro direcciones,

las; plantas

medicinales, la cruz indigena, y

las entraflas de la tierra. Voces de los antepasados que recuerdan las tierras sagradas, la

piedra sin esculpir, la luz de la saiicla del sol

y 1a luna, el ritmo de las reuniones
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colectivas, conscientes clel pul-so de la vicla guiandonos hacia

lo

63 \ .

sagrado, nos piden

retomar y honrar el origen de la luz y el ser'

No podemos llevarlos pero podemr:s caminar juntos como hermanos y hermanas
para dar homenaje a su vicion

y a su voz., creando una transformaci6n de la vida, y la

comunidad para todos nosotros-

Estamos reuni'Jos en este dia para honrar los austedes

y

fortalecer nuestras

relaciones coII ustedes. Bs ntrestro espiritu colectivo.

Tenemos un sueflo en

el cual todas las personas tienen derecho a

obtener

llamar
necesidades basicas humanas, collocer dignidad, igualdad, y un lugar que se pueda
hogar.
a todos.
Qud Jesus y la Virgen de Guadalupe los bendigan

€)Jean: [,a Errfennera

:

Augsburg College
Urdell Ubrary
fvti,nrn+otis, MN 55454
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